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Service Agreement 

United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) Form I-693  

by USCIS Designated Civil Surgeon, Dr. Alexei Prytkov, MD 

Name: _________________________ 

What to expect and how prepare to the visit:  

1. Please bring to the appointment 

a. Vaccinations records (must be translated to English if original is in a different language). 

b. Copy of USCIS letter with A number / copy of Employment Authorization Card 

c. Passport, US Government issued ID 

2. Immigration Physical is not covered by health insurance and is paid at the date of service 

$235.00 

3. The applicant will be given a sealed envelope for submission to USCIS and another open envelope with a 

copy of the form and all supporting documentation usually a week after the initial visit, assuming all 

tests are negative and all requirements are met. I-693 form has to be received by USCIS within 60 days 

from the day signed by a Civil Surgeon.       

4. Vaccinations. Usual adult vaccination requirements listed below. Most missing vaccines can be given at 

Urgent Care Cure during your visit for additional charge. Please check self pay prices for details.  

a. MMR (can be given at UCC)       $100.00 

b. TD (within 10 years) (can be given at UCC)     $90.00 

c. Influenza for the flu season from 10/1 until 6/30 (can be given at UCC)  $25.00 

d. Hepatitis B  

e. COVID           

5. Lab work. USCIS requires testing for the following conditions at the time of Immigration physical. Blood 

will be drawn, and a urine sample obtained during the visit. Applicant is responsible for the lab 

coverage. Lab claim will not be submitted to the insurance. That bill comes separately from Quest within 

2-3 weeks from the appointment date: 

a. Gonorrhea (all applicants older than 15 years old), urine sample analysis    $70.87 

b. Syphilis (all applicants older than 15 years old), blood work     $49.00   

c. Tuberculosis (all applicants older than 2 years old), QuantiFERON, blood work $336.34 

If any of screening tests returns abnormal, further testing is warranted 

________________________       ______/______/2022 

Signature of the Applicant / Responsible party 

http://www.urgentcarecure.com/

